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"yizhoushu": "autumn day" to autumn. The beginning of autumn, 13 of the 24 solar terms in terms, in agriculture during the period of
the people not catch in the season finish transplanting rice planting, later farming may family does not have the bad harvest. In the
horse racing world, autumn mean climate slightly cooler to begin to restore a long-distance running practice, on the other hand is in
dazzling events won the initiative began to register to run friends of the classic races; you have recently also in open enrollment at that
moment waited in front of the computer mad press F5, you register horse Tanaka the? Or grapes horse? In the autumn open plan
horse racing in the second half of the year. < p > runners ever, these have not yet become classic marathon, Tanaka, Sinyi Township,
Ali port. May is not heard. The reason why can become a spike events, in addition to events carefully planned is not running between
friends mouth the, to create today's open enrollment that spike event. Saucony (known as "SAUCONY) shoes in Rolls-Royce"
reputation. Moyo 2006 was introduced in Taiwan market, less overwhelming electronic media campaign, by is run and friends by
word of mouth (and time, word of mouth which includes Internet forum, community run... Virtual and physical organization, etc..
Occasionally, you will be in the road race events or three see this one brand with sponsorship. Saucony running shoes to say is
"through the say praise", and the brand from Pennsylvania in the United States, has been identified as one of the world's four major
professional brand of running shoes, mainly in 1963, making the first space walk in space - Edward. White's space boots and a big
noise. < p > I had the honor to get the United States Centennial professional running shoes brand SAUCONY ride shoes 7 models
tested, it is worth mentioning is this kind of running shoes Fu launched immediately from the road runs a professional magazine
"runner 's world" "editor choice" Edit certainly Choice Award. Wow "runner's world" sounds very powerful award!! the ride 7 is what??
is said to ride 7 in order to meet the daily running, or often challenges long distance runners and create, let us to see. first meet Huan
< p > look forward to full open shoebox, 7 is the blue of the ride, in fact, in Taiwan have blue and orange colors, and out of the box of
this pair is blue. < p > restrained blue mesh based again and with fluorescent yellow logo and heel ornament design, supplemented
by a white sole, the overall color both steady and fashion sense, and running vests and trousers or functional road run fittings are very
easy to wear to take. < p > sole and heel marked POWERGRID, this is SAUCONY full palm suspension technology, provide shock
protection for the foot of the bed and make the runner in road running action as a whole more fluent. < p > rough mesh and fine mesh
uppers, is said to this design can quickly take away the moisture inside the shoe, keep the shoes dry and comfortable.
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